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 Be the first to know! Have an event, great or small, going on? Send it to submissions@theblurapro.com. Inside A 23-Year Old
Campaign Of Imaginative Political Activism Make your own! See the Slate artwork “The only way to defeat a lie is with a

greater truth,” said Mahatma Gandhi. “Tell the truth and retreat.” The battle is for us. We aren’t often told how to build a world
where we can live, work, play, and raise our children. It’s time we found the power and energy to show up as the revolutionary
new world we want to live in. To build the world where we can live, work, play, and raise our children, we have to fight. We
need your courage and conviction to keep doing it. Please, join us. Bicamerality “They usually come into my classroom in

groups of two, in pairs, or in trios,” says Lisa Tyler, an educator in British Columbia. “They talk to each other. They make eye
contact. They exchange smiles.” Most of her students are men and boys, yet they know they are in a room full of girls, too. “I’ve
witnessed many boys walking through my door looking tentative, scared, afraid,” Tyler says. “But when the students enter my

room, I feel like everything changes. The group becomes unified, as if we’ve been together for years. They stop being an
anonymous mass of boys and become a team of boys.” Bicamerality, a “concept, a strategy, a lifestyle, and a political

imperative” for children and adolescents of all races and genders, was conceived by Steven Strauss, a professor of social work at
George Mason University, and Gabriela Schiller, an assistant professor in the Department of Family Social Work at George
Mason. They discovered bicamerality through their research of therapeutic groups, and they saw it in classrooms in northern

Virginia and Texas. “We didn’t want to have to wait for 20 years for this social revolution to happen,” says Strauss. “We wanted
to come up with a simple, effective way to make the idea of bicamerality become ubiquitous.” The idea gained currency in the

early ’90s, 520fdb1ae7
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